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THIS MUST BE THE PLACE

by Barbara Adams and David Peppas, 2012

“I’m just an animal looking for a home.” Talking Heads, This Must Be the Place

In their song This Must Be the Place, the Talking Heads explore the underlying unease and disorientation that 

accompanies intimacy and the longing for home. Deborah Farnault’s work creates a similar sense of discord 

by maintaining the visual order of a landscape while it simultaneously exposes faltering structures and 

crumbling tranquility. It is long recognized that landscapes depict symbols rather than facts, and Farnault’s 

work too symbolically expresses our contemporary experience—one of fragmentation, pixilation, and 

anxiety, occasionally punctuated by a calm serenity. These are landscapes that mediate the tension between 

the known and the unknown, the natural and the artificial, presence and absence, the alienating and the inviting.

With Farnault’s Dirty Word (2012) and Shared Vocabulary (2012) we are reminded that texts—even those that 

appear complete—are inherently full of gaps. As such, we fill in meaning based on our own experiences, 

perception and desires. Farnault calls her text-based work “fragmented landscapes,” attesting to the way in 

which discourse shares qualities with the spatial and the scenic. This connection is underscored in the 

series Beasts (2012) where Farnault removes substantial pieces from landscapes. The obvious and intentional 

subtraction forces us to face the feeling that something is always missing. Conjuring the melancholy of things 

that are lost, “Beasts” confronts our interventions in the natural world. We are left searching—trying to recover 

what has been squandered, what remains elusive. 

When contemplating This Must Be the Place we are struck by the uneasy preence of absence.  Farnault’s 

landscapes do not hide the erasures, which are part and parcel of their very existence.  In doing this Farnault 

is breaking that tiresome taboo in artistic practice, which demands that we hide all traces of erasure in order 

to preserve the integrity of some illusion. Farnault’s landscapes refuse to shamefully cover up the covering-up 

practices, which are essential in the creation of any landscape or narrative. Given this, her landscapes 

challenge typical assumptions about the production of art. Assumptions which have tended to deny the 

paradoxical reality that ‘absence’ is itself always a thing that is created.  The uncanny feelings which Farnault’s 

work may provoke, signify that we are being uncomfortably reminded of this reality.

The uncanny quality of the work also unfolds in imagery that is both disconcerting and enticing. Dirty Word

(2012) and Shared Vocabulary (2012) recall ransom notes we’ve seen in thrillers. The cutaways in Beasts (2012) 

resemble the police outlines left behind after a murder or glowing phantoms. The grainy prints in the series 

Wild Things Are (2012) take us into the dense undergrowth of a forest where we can almost hear the blood-

hounds approach in their search for a body or a fugitive who has taken refuge. Better Days (2012) evokes a 

sublime sense of the familiar and the strange, like the sunny opening of a horror film before the terror begins. 

These scenarios are common tropes in our popular culture and they are as familiar as they are unsettling. 

Ultimately, Farnault’s This Must Be the Place, displaces. Again and again we find ourselves asserting, “this 

must be the place,” only to find that it isn’t. 
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Untitled Landscape, 2009
Giclée archival print

27x35 inches
Edition 3 + 2 AP
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Wild Things Are #4, 2012
Silkscreen print on paper

22x28 inches
Edition of 3 + 2 AP

Wild Things Are #3, 2012
Silkscreen print on paper

22x28 inches
Edition of 3 + 2 AP
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Wild Things Are #2, 2012
Silkscreen print on paper

22x28 inches
Edition of 3 + 2 AP
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Wild Things Are #1, 2012
Silkscreen print on paper

22x28 inches
Edition of 3 + 2 AP
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Blues Tonight, 2012
Silkscreen print and paint on metal

29-1/2x16 inches each panel (overall 29-1/2x34 inches)
Edition 1 
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Dirty Word, 2012
Collage, gouache on paper

13x10 inches
Edition 1
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What Bothers Me, 2010
Collage, gouache on paper

3x5 inches
Edition 1
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For The Sake Of Fall, 2011
Collage, gouache on paper

13x10 inches
Edition 1
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Shared Vocabulary, 2012
Collage, gouache on paper

13x10 inches
Edition 1
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Beasts #15, 2012
Collage, gouache on paper

7-1/4x5 inches
Edition 1
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Beasts #7, 2012
Collage, gouache on paper

3-1/2x5 inches
Edition 1
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Twang Fall, 2011
Collage, gouache, pencil on paper

6-1/2x7-1/2 inches
Edition 1

“This is not a Time for Dreaming”, 2010
Collages, silkscreen print, gouache on paper

11x15 inches
Edition 1
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I’m Done With Parks For Today, 2010
Silkscreen print on paper

20x20 inches
Edition 3 + 2 AP
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Untitled #1, 2008
Silkscreen print on paper

36x48 inches
Edition 3 + 2 AP

Untitled #3, 2008
Silkscreen print on paper
36x48 inches
Edition 3 + 2 AP

Untitled #2, 2008
Silkscreen print on paper
36x48 inches
Edition 3 + 2 AP
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When We Talk About Love, 2011
A silkscreen print installation

Silkscreen prints on paper, 8-1/2 x 6 feet
Edition 3 + 1 AP
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Mermaids Series #2, 2009
Giclée archival print

20x24 inches
Edition 3 + 2 AP 

Mustang fair, Fl 09.07 #3, 2008
C-print

28x34 inches
Edition 3 + 2 AP

Mustang fair, Fl 09.07 #2, 2008
C-print
28x34 inches
Edition 3 + 2 AP

Mermaids Series #1, 2009
Giclée archival print
20x24 inches 
Edition 3 + 2 AP
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Nasa Space Center, Fl 10.08 #5, 2009
Lambda prints

14x17 inches each panel
Edition 3 + 2 AP
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Nasa Space Center, Fl 10.08 #1, 2009
Giclée archival prints

20x24 inches each panel (overall 20x50 inches)
Edition 3 + 2 AP



Polling Station, Fl 10.08 #2, 2009
Giclée archival print

27x35 inches
Edition 3 + 2 AP

Aventura, Fl 10.08 #2, 2009
Giclée archival print

27x35 inches
Edition 3 + 2 AP
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A.N.Z, 07.01 #1 (Postcards Series), 2007
Giclée archival print

28x40 inches
Edition 3 + 2 AP

A.N.Z, 07.01 #2 (Postcards Series), 2007
Giclée archival print

28x40 inches
Edition 3 + 2 AP
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Better Days #2, 2012
Giclée archival prints

20x24 inches each panel (overall 20x50 inches)
Edition of 3 + 2 AP
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Better Days #1, 2012
Giclée archival prints

23x30 inches
Edition of 3 + 2 AP
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Aventura, Fl 10.08 #1, 2009
Lambda prints

17x14 inches each panel
Edition 3 + 2 AP
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WHAT DID YOU JUST SEE?

by Joanna Zielinska, 2011

The “innocent” act of taking photographs leads the protagonist in Antonioni’s film to discover a crime.  A random 

photograph of a couple kissing in a local park reveals a dead body in the bushes.  The protagonist crops and 

enlarges the photograph and then returns to the crime scene to see if the image accidentally recorded by his 

camera was true.

Blowup is a story about the perception of reality, about the significance of the visual image and about collective 

notions of the process of photographing.  For Antonioni, the act of taking a picture is connected with chance, 

lust, peeping, violence (the camera gives power) and even a peculiar sort of “blindness” – as the camera in 

Blowup becomes more than merely a tool in the hands of a photographer. How limited is our perception?  How 

far do our fantasies as to what we see go?  We build our own subjective stories around images. Does it ever 

happen that memories – loaned and transformed, grow to be part of collective experience?

For Déborah Farnault, photography is a semiotic “landscape” that can be changed by artistic intervention or by 

complex relations happening within the image.  The photographs come from very different sources.  Some of 

them show real-life situations snapped by the artist, others have been found in the family archive or on the 

Internet.  Some are thoroughly edited.  The artist deletes fragments of images, like in the piece What Bothers 

Me (2010), or crops and blows it up several times, attempting, like Antonioni’s protagonist, to reach the deeper 

layers of the image.  The pictures undergo various processes and disintegrate into pixels becoming new 

abstract structures in their own right, like in the works When We Talk About Love (2011), or Daddy Loves Me

(2011).  The way and distance of watching a photograph may be crucial to its meaning.  The artist tests the 

limits of perception.  She juxtaposes private stories with anonymous memories and collective experience.  She 

highlights the relations present in public space and its aesthetic value, for instance, in the cycle Polling Station, 

Fl 10.08 #2 (2009), Nasa Space Center, Fl 10.08 #1 (2009), or “This is not a Time for Dreaming“ (2010).

Things have changed since 1966 when Antonioni made Blowup. It is only in the darkroom that his protagonist 

sees the dead body in the photographic film…  Offering unlimited possibilities of recording images in any 

circumstances, contemporary technologies have, in a sense, “degraded” the importance of the image. Everyone 

can be a photographer nowadays. The moment of taking a photo is more mechanical than ever, and the 

photographer’s decision utterly spontaneous. The photograph appears on the screen as soon as it is taken. The 

“alchemical” nature of photography is gone. Images become part of collective memory too easily these days. 

Deborah Farnault draws upon her individual experience on the one hand and, on the other, she is concerned 

with the image as the sign and the recording of collective experience. The artist poses the question about how 

we see photography in the days of excess and uncontrolled flow of images. Is it still right to talk about collective 

memory? After all, visual icons of the 20th century have turned to empty signs of mass culture.
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by Vivian Rehberg, 2009

There is a peculiar tension between ordinariness and romanticism in Deborah Farnault’s photographs and, 

thereof, they concentrate the range of emotions we feel when we travel. A part of this tension is due to 

her subjects, essentially landscapes, which lend themselves to romanticism, but also public spaces of leisure 

or tourism like a car show, the NASA Space Center or a polling station. The other part of this tension follows 

from her distant point of view, and from her experimental process. Her romanticism stands out in very delicate 

photogravures series of arid lands and seascapes, of which the skyline is barely marked down, like an offhand 

charcoal stroke on the dull evocation of the land and the sea (Landscapes, 2007). These series, which forms 

a prominent contrast with the neat outlines and the limpid colors of her Postcards (2007), are similar, by their 

melancholy, of her recent series of silkscreen prints Untitled (2008). In the latter, Farnault explores new social 

spaces: some figures gather around luminous screens of video-projection or laptops, but these conviviality 

moments appear to be oppressive under her eyes, and harsh under our look. In all her photographs, the status 

of the human being remains ambiguous. Her characters turn out to be irritating, but necessary for the compo-

sition and the context. The photographer is absent from the scenery, that she observes from a distance. Far-

nault’s capacity for changing the register in her images, to proceed from the absolutely mundane to the dream-

like, and her aptitude to make the viewer conscious of her transitory position as a photographer, produce both 

complex and unpretentious images.

DEBORAH FARNAULT

by Sam Basu, 2007

Farnault’s large photographs present settings within which people observe that same landscape in various 

ways. Her works represent a return to romantic subjects, but undermine and challenge those notions that 

have survived into our era. Romanticism was a rejection of the precepts of order, calm, harmony, balance, 

idealization, and rationality that typified classicism.

It has been accused of Irrationalism and of being Counter-Enlightenment. But perhaps more importantly, our 

heightened belief in individuality and our strong sense of an internally verifiable judgement, survive from that 

period. Farnault’s scale and subject often remind one of Casper David Friedrich’s Wanderer above the sea of 

fog, a quintessentially romantic work where a black clad figure stands, facing away from us, looking out over 

a sublime mountain landscape. There is a dense fog covering the entire terrain below where travellers would 

be unaware of the breathtaking view just above them. But where as we identify with Friedrich’s figure and 

are granted entry and communion with the landscape via this individual, Farnault’s portraits are of people 

attempting to capture the image they stand before and thereby excluding themselves from experiencing it 

directly. We are watching the creation of a photo probably not unlike the photo it is represented in, where the 

process of affirming ones presence in relation to this scene both marks you outside it, and destroys its sublime 

effect.

The other particularity of the works is that they show people in groups. Whether they have a relation with each 

other or not, human experience is show in its communal form. Our awareness of ourselves as individuals makes 

it seem logical to have the individual be the basic building block of all humanity. But, our lives as cultural 

agents, means that the landscape is far more complex. Languages and customs of presenting oneself, all mean 

that there is a shared element to the functioning of the human mind.

In Farnault’s photographs, people are never presented as recognisable individuals. Their backs are turned to 

us they are too small, or they are presented in silhouette. All these people with their localised individual

experiences become interchangeable, as would their tourist photographs. For that matter, the works that 

Farnault shows in the gallery might easily have their doppelganger in a family album somewhere else in the 

world. The relationship that we as art viewers have with our unique encounter, does not escape inclusion in the 

dilemma.
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Born on July 9, 1983 in Paris, France
Lives and works in New York, NY USA

SOLO EXHIBITIONS

2012
This Must Be The Place – Phase 2, Spazio Morris,  Milan, Italy
This Must Be The Place – Phase 1, Chashama Gallery, New York, NY

2011
When We Talk About Love, Littlefield Gallery, Brooklyn, NY

2009
I Haven’t Seen The Place I Have Looked At, a collaboration with Emmanuelle Giora, Syndicat Potentiel, Strasbourg, France

2008
Unveil, Studio Descartes, Ivry-sur-Seine, France

GROUP EXHIBITIONS

2012
NURTUREart 2012 Benefit, curated by Kianga Ellis, Charlotta Kotik, Lawrence Rinder, Herb Tam, Charles Bank Gallery, New York, NY
Oxheart,Gowanus Ballroom, Brooklyn, NY

2011
Curate NYC 2011, curated by David Harper, New York, NY
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2010
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EDUCATION

2009
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2010
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